Objectives: To evaluate the properties of the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) from a Rasch paradigm.
O ver the past 30 years, pain catastrophizing has been established as an influential construct within pain-related research. 1 Compelling evidence has shown that pain catastrophizing, defined as an exaggerated negative orientation toward noxious stimuli, 2 shapes the pain experience in a wide variety of pain conditions and circumstances; for instance, pain catastrophizing has been linked to pain-related outcomes of patients with rheumatic diseases, 3 orthopedic injuries, 4 and individuals giving birth 5 or undergoing dental procedures. 6 The prognostic utility of pain catastrophizing has also been established in a variety of areas, including whiplashassociated disorders, 7 occupational low back pain, 8 and surgical procedures. 9 The Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) 2 is the most comprehensive and commonly used measure of pain catastrophizing. The items within the PCS were designed to represent 3 subdimensions of pain catastrophizing: magnification, rumination, and helplessness. The 3-factor structure of the PCS has been supported in several independent clinical samples through both exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses. [10] [11] [12] [13] Thurstone 14, 15 has described the importance of unidimensionality in measurement, indicating that the measurement of any object or entity should describe only one of its attributes. Despite consistent findings that the PCS is a multidimensional scale, [10] [11] [12] [13] the majority of clinical and research use of the PCS have evaluated the cumulative aggregate score of all 13 items, [16] [17] [18] [19] which should by Thurstone's definition be mathematically inappropriate. From a clinical standpoint this is potentially problematic. If the scale does not function as a single, interval-level measurement tool, then interpretation of point scores (eg, for prognostic or diagnostic classification), or evaluation of change over time, could be confounded by inappropriate assumptions about the nature of the scale. Moreover, potentially inappropriate assumptions have problematic implications for research. Most inferential statistics are based upon assumptions about the nature of the data to be analyzed, including that the dependent variable is interval level, data are normally distributed, or variance is consistent across levels of the scale. Despite a clearly ordinal structure to items on the PCS, previous research has largely assumed a linear scale. Sound theoretical and mathematical evidence has illustrated the potential problems when interval-level statistics are applied to ordinal-level data (ordinal level data are not inherently linear), increasing potential for erroneous results. [20] [21] [22] Since little is known about the linearity of the PCS, caution must be exercised in interpreting results of previous research. Until evidence to support the PCS as a unidimensional interval-level scale has been provided, researchers should be limited to assuming ordinal-level data are captured and use only nonparametric statistics in hypothesis testing. 23 Previous research that has explored the psychometric properties of the PCS have relied on clinimetric techniques that are based on Classical Test Theory (eg, factor analysis, internal consistency, reliability, construct validity) 2, [10] [11] [12] 24, 25 and can therefore not evaluate the PCS against the axioms of quantitative measurement as described by Luce and Tukey. 26 New approaches to clinimetric evaluation are able to evaluate the function of a rating scale against a conceptual understanding of interval-level measurement. Rasch analysis 27 is one such approach. Rasch analysis assumes that if a scale is truly linear, the location of a respondent, relative to all other respondents on a given scale, should be predictable by virtue of knowing their responses to scale items and nothing more. Conversely, responses to each of the scale items should be predictable by virtue of knowing only the respondents relative position. Such predictability presupposes that the scale forms a "ruler" of increasing magnitude along the continuum of the construct to be measured. In other words, Rasch analysis provides an indication of the degree to which a scale can be appropriately considered an interval-level rather than ordinal-level measure. With respect to the PCS, such knowledge is necessary before the results of previous research using the PCS and parametric analyses can be considered statistically valid.
The purpose of the current study was to investigate the measurement implications of using the PCS as a composite indicator of "catastrophizing" by summing scores from all 13 items, as it is most often used in research and clinical practice. Specifically, the analysis was performed to evaluate the degree to which the scale fit the assumptions of Rasch analysis [overall and individual item fit, unidimensionality, location independence, no differential item functioning (DIF)], the degree to which the response options for each item function as intended, and the degree to which the PCS functions as an interval-level measure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This was a secondary analysis of a database of participants that were seeking physical therapy for subacute musculoskeletal pain conditions from 6 different clinics in the province of Quebec; a previously published report outlines the study design and methods used to develop the database. 28 Briefly, participants were eligible for participation in the study if they were between 18 and 65 years of age, were experiencing a subacute, work-related musculoskeletal injury, and were receiving wage indemnity benefits from the provincial (Quebec) workers' compensation board at treatment onset. Patients were not eligible to participate in the study if they had been diagnosed with a vertebral fracture, disk herniation, ankylosing spondylitis, infectious disease, or any other medical condition that precluded participation in a physical examination. Before treatment onset, all participants completed a demographic survey including age, sex, and duration of symptoms, and a battery of self-report measures including the PCS. Participants were followed throughout treatment, and following its completion. Only data from the pretreatment collection period were used for the purpose of this study.
The PCS
The PCS is a 13-item self-report scale intended to capture exaggerated negative pain-related cognitions. Each item is scored using a 5-level frequency scale (0 = not at all, 1 = to a slight degree, 2 = to a moderate degree, 3 = to a great degree, 4 = all the time), for a possible score range of 0 to 52. Using techniques drawn from classical test theory, the PCS has demonstrated sound clinimetric properties including test-retest reliability, 25 concurrent 24 and predictive 9 validity, and internal consistency. 24 
Analysis

Principal Components Analysis
The primary purpose of this analysis was to evaluate the performance of the PCS from a Rasch perspective. One important assumption of Rasch analysis is that the scale is unidimensional; that is, that it measures only one construct. We first performed an exploratory principal components analysis on the 13 items of the scale using varimax rotation.
Both the eigenvalue > 1 criterion and Horn's parallel analysis 29 were used to provide a preliminary indication of the appropriateness of the whole PCS for Rasch analysis. A single factor, as indicated using Horn's parallel analysis, was set as the criterion necessary for moving on to Rasch analysis.
Rasch Analysis
Evaluation and interpretation of results from a Rasch analysis is best done in an interactive manner with simultaneous interpretation of several indicators of model fit. The process has been described in detail elsewhere. [30] [31] [32] [33] In brief, Rasch analysis evaluates the degree to which a dataset conforms to the Rasch model. 27 All data analyses were completed using RUMM2030 software (RUMM laboratory Pty Ltd, Duncraig, WA, Australia). We used the following techniques to evaluate the fit of the PCS to the Rasch model.
Preanalysis
The first step was to determine which of the 2 widely used Rasch models were most appropriate for the analysis: the unrestricted partial credit model, or the restricted rating scale model. The conceptual difference between the 2 is that the rating scale model forces the distance between the response options to be considered equal, whereas the partial credit model allows for some variance in those distances. Generally a strong argument is required for uniformity of response options before the rating scale model should be used. 34 To determine which is the most appropriate, a likelihood ratio test was conducted to evaluate the degree to which the distances between response options could be considered uniform enough to use the rating scale model. A statistically significant likelihood ratio test would suggest that the distance between options is not uniform and as such the partial credit model should be used.
Fit of the Data to the Model
To allow for comparison of relative position along a common scale, the location of each item, or in the case of polytomous scales, the location of each response option in reference to all other responses was transformed into a unitless logit scale with a mean of zero (0) and an SD of 1.0. The logit transformation was also applied to all respondents who completed the scale, providing an indication of the degree to which the persons (sample) were targeted to the scale, an important prerequisite for drawing inferences from a Rasch analysis. Both the mean item and mean person locations should be close to 0 with an SD close to 1. A large mismatch between the mean person and mean item locations would suggest that the sample is not optimal for evaluating the properties of the scale.
The Rasch model posits that the logit-transformed score on an item, or the position of a person along the continuum, can be predicted by either the location of the person (in the case of item estimation) or their response to the scale items (in the case of person estimation). Any mismatch between observed and expected logit score is termed a fit residual. As a first-pass global fit indicator, the mean of all fit residuals across all items of the scale should also be close to zero (0) with an SD close to one ( 
Response Thresholds
Where misfit was identified, Rasch analysis allowed for detailed investigation of the problem areas. One potential reason for misfit is that respondents were unable to reliably discriminate between the different levels of response options (eg, "to a moderate degree" vs. "to a great degree"). When that occurs there may be no point along the continuum of the latent construct at which a given response option is more likely to be chosen over all others. It is therefore impossible to accurately predict a score for that item. As Rasch analysis evaluates the position of the threshold between response options (the point at which it is equally likely that one of two adjacent options are chosen), a finding that the response threshold between "2" and "3" is located on the logittransformed scale higher than the threshold between "3" and "4," would indicate that the thresholds are disordered. Where this occurred we evaluated the threshold locations, identified the response categories that were not behaving as expected, collapsed 2 or more of the offending categories as appropriate, and then reevaluated the model fit. Upon completing this process, some items in the scale might have possessed fewer response categories than others, which is completely acceptable within the partial credit parameterization of the Rasch model.
Unidimensionality and Location Independence
Two important assumptions of Rasch analysis are unidimensionality and location independence. Violations of these assumptions are another potential source of misfit. The former assumption posits that scores on individual items of a scale should only be summed if the scale measures a single latent construct. The latter assumption requires that the score on one item of the scale not be influenced by the score on a previous item. The 2 assumptions are interrelated, where the solution for location dependence potentially also solves problems with multidimensionality.
Location independence was evaluated by creating a correlation matrix of the residuals of each item against the residuals of all other items. If the residuals were purely random, that is, there was no systematic relationship in the degree of misfit between any 2 items after removing the Rasch term, then the correlations should have been low. The assumption of location dependence was satisfied when no residual correlation was stronger than r = 0.20 points higher than the mean of all residual correlations (A. Tennant, oral communication, 2012). In the case that location dependence was identified, Pallant and Tennant 30 suggest evaluating the correlation matrix for items that may be measuring a similar subdomain of the construct. When items could be identified to form a logical subdomain (eg, items that capture rumination as a subdomain of catastrophizing) subscales (testlets) of related theoretical domains were created. Such subscales were entered back into the Rasch analysis as individual items. If this process resolved the misfit (provided a nonsignificant w 2 value), then the argument was that the locally dependent items were measuring a similar subdomain of a common second-order latent variable. In this case, all items can be safely summed and reasonably considered unidimensional.
Individual Item and Person Fit
Individual item and individual person fit were evaluated, which allowed detailed identification of potentially problematic individual items. Since the data for each item and person had been logit transformed, we expected that all mean item or person fit residuals would fall within ± 2.5 SD from the mean, or in other words, 99.5% of all fit residuals should have been within + 2.5 and À2.5 SD. Item or person fit residuals beyond ± 2.5 were considered evidence of potential misfit, with residuals beyond ± 3.0 providing strong evidence.
To determine whether the properties of the PCS were consistent across levels of catastrophizing, the sample was divided into subgroups of roughly equal number based on their expected location along the continuum. In Rasch analysis, each subgroup is referred to as a class interval. An item-trait interaction statistic, expressed as a w 2 value with a Bonferonni-corrected a-level based on the number of items in the scale (0.05/13 = 0.004 in the case of the PCS), evaluated whether the hierarchical ordering of items along the continuum was independent of the position of the class intervals. This relationship was also examined visually through inspection of item-characteristic curves, which plot the mean observed score for each of the class intervals by the expected scores for the same interval. The deviation between observed and expected scores may be indicative of items that underdiscriminate between class intervals (slope too flat) or overdiscriminate (slope too steep) and are therefore not functioning as expected by the model.
Person Separation Index (PSI)
The PSI indicates how reliably the scale is able to discriminate between person locations. Conceptually, the PSI is similar to the Cronbach a 35 for internal consistency and is interpreted similarly. A PSI > 0.7 was considered desirable for group-level comparisons.
DIF
It was possible that clinically relevant subgroups may have interpreted or responded to items differently, further contributing to item misfit. Rasch analysis allows for this evaluation through examination of DIF. DIF uses an ANOVA approach to compare the mean differences in observed-to-expected scores between each of the class intervals, stratified by level of trait. The traits we evaluated for DIF were: sex (male/female) and presence of neck pain (yes/no). A 2-way ANOVA with 2 levels of between-subject factor (trait) and 5 levels of within-subject factor (class interval) was performed. A P value of <0.05 indicated significant DIF for that trait, suggesting that the properties of the scale were different between the 2 levels of the trait under investigation. DIF can be either uniform, where the main effect of trait is significant across all class intervals, or nonuniform, where the main effect of trait is not significant but the trait Âclass interval interaction term is significant, suggesting DIF may have been present at only 1 or 2 levels of catastrophizing, but not all.
Does the Scale Function as an Interval-level Measure of the Construct?
visual inspection of a histogram that plotted the location of each person in the sample and the location of each individual response threshold for each item. Since both use the same logit scale, we could easily identify areas in which the scale was deficient in measurement capacity across the continuum of person locations, or where redundancies existed. This plot also allowed for an interpretation of how well the scale appeared to represent a logically ordered, increasing, continuous measure of the construct of interest. Knowledge of relative logit-transformed person locations for each possible score allowed the creation of a transformation matrix; this matrix permits simple transformation of raw ordinal-level data to its corresponding interval-level score.
RESULTS
The characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 1 . A total of 235 participants (63% female) provided complete datasets. Ninety-three percent reported back pain, 80% neck pain, with 69% also reporting pain in either the upper or lower extremities. All but 5 patients reported either back or neck pain, with 75% reporting both. The mean PCS score was 22 out of 52.
The results of the principal components analysis are shown in Table 2 . Based on Horn's parallel analysis technique, only 1 factor could be extracted and hence it was deemed appropriate to proceed to Rasch analysis. All 13 items were entered into the Rasch model to determine the extent to which the total scale can be considered a single continuous measurement tool. There were no extreme scores, so the data from all 235 participants were entered with 5 class intervals. The likelihood ratio test was significant suggesting the unrestricted partial credit model was the most appropriate.
The mean item location was 0.00 with an SD of 0.65. The sample was an adequate match to the scale for making judgments about the scale's performance, loading slightly toward the lower ends of the continuum with a mean person location of À0.54 logits and SD of 1.22. The item-trait w 2 indicated significant misfit to the Rasch model (w 2 = 123.2, P < 0.0001).
There were 2 instances of disordered response thresholds ( Fig. 1 ): items 8 (I anxiously want the pain to go away) and 12 (There is nothing I can do to reduce the intensity of the pain). For item 8, the threshold between response options 1 (to a slight degree) and 2 (to a moderate degree) was located higher than the threshold for options 2 (moderate) and 3 (to a great degree). The disorder was resolved by collapsing response options 2 and 3, leaving a scoring structure of 0-1-2-2-3. For question 12, the threshold between options 2 (moderate) and 3 (great) was located higher than the threshold between options 3 (great) and 4 (all the time). To resolve this, options 3 and 4 were collapsed, this item now scored 0-1-2-3-3. The 5-category scoring structure was retained for the remaining 11 items.
Correlations of the item residuals were then evaluated to determine the degree of location independence. The mean residual correlation was À 0.06, so correlations >r = 0.20 were flagged as potential indicators of location dependence. Using this criterion, there was considerable evidence of local dependence. Guided by existing theory on catastrophizing, three subsets (testlets) of items were created retaining the transformed scores for items 8 and 12: rumination, magnification, and helplessness. The differences in person estimates obtained with these 3 subsets and the total scale were reevaluated and were trivial. The correlation between the subsets was high (r = 0.94) with only 7.3% of scale variance unobserved, thus supporting the assumption of unidimensionality. Using the 3 subsets of items, the w 2 value declined to 6.29 (P = 0.90) with a mean fit residual of 0.30 (SD 1.24), suggesting good fit to the Rasch model. The PSI was 0.86, suggesting adequate internal reliability for group and individual comparisons.
DIF was explored for the clinically relevant factors of sex and presence of neck pain. No significant uniform or nonuniform DIF was identified in either instance. With the key assumptions of Rasch analysis (item invariance by trait, local independence, and unidimensionality) satisfied we were justified in evaluating the spread of the items across the continuum of catastrophizing. Inspection of the personitem threshold histogram (Fig. 2) revealed good spread of PCS items across the continuum of catastrophizing with no evidence of redundancy. Table 3 is a transformation matrix for converting raw ordinal-level scores to interval level scores using the revised scale out of 50. According to Horn, only those factors with eigenvalues higher than the mean of those generated from a sample of 100 random datasets with similar characteristics should be extracted.
RDE indicates random data eigenvalues.
DISCUSSION
The overall results of this Rasch analysis on the PCS suggest that the dataset matched the mathematical Rasch model well. The results broadly suggest that, with 2 minor revisions to the scoring structure (ie, items 8 and 12), the PCS functions as a continuous measure of catastrophizing when all 13 items are considered as a single aggregate score. The spread of the items formed a logical and sequential representation across the continuum of catastrophizing, allowing for good discrimination between person locations. No instances of DIF suggest that the scale functions well regardless of the sex of the respondent or the presence of neck pain. These results support the existing practice of interpreting PCS scores as an overall aggregate score.
A transformation matrix has been presented that will allow easy conversion from raw ordinal-level scores to intervallevel scores where parametric statistical analysis is desired.
The findings from this Rasch analysis are in keeping with results from previous research on the PCS. Although the findings of unidimensionality are interesting, neither the results of Rasch nor PCA should be interpreted by virtue of numbers only. We chose Horn's parallel analysis approach to identify the number of factors for extraction from PCA owing to its strong theoretical foundation as compared with the traditional eigenvalue > 1 approach. 29 However, it is a more conservative approach. Deeper exploration of our results suggest that 2 additional factors could arguably have been extracted based on eigenvalues of 0.999 and 0.915, which then decline drastically for subsequent factors. A secondary exploration of those 3 factors (not shown) found the items to load onto the 3 traditional factors of rumination, magnification and helplessness. Previous confirmatory factor analyses have so far endorsed a second-order model, where the 3 first-order factors are informed by a single secondorder latent construct (catastrophizing). [10] [11] [12] These findings are consistent with the current study, where unidimensionality was satisfied when subtests of items were considered. A simple interpretation of the subtest (testlet) procedure is that, while each of the subtests may be measuring an individual construct, the constructs are highly intercorrelated (r = 0.94), such that each are strongly influenced by the same latent variable. From a Rasch standpoint, this means that scores on one subscale should be estimable by virtue of knowing a person's location on another subscale or item within a subscale. Considered together with the high reliability estimate on the overall scale (PSI = 0.84), the 3 subscales can logically be considered a single continuous measure. Thus the total PCS score appears robust when tested against the strict assumptions of the Rasch model.
The residual correlation matrix suggested a complex pattern of locally dependent items. An item intercorrelation matrix (not shown) suggested that content redundancy was not the cause of this pattern, as no correlation was higher than r = 0.72 (items 9 and 10). Although we were able to statistically address the location dependence through the testlet procedure described, this finding does raise other practical questions. We have shown that the scale can still be considered unidimensional for statistical purposes given that the Rasch model has been satisfied. The PCS has shown considerable subscale consistency with the current local placement of items (helplessness: items 1, 2, 3, 5, and 12; magnification: items 6, 7, and 13; rumination: items 8, 9, 10, and 11), such that the locations themselves may be the source of local dependence. The question of whether the testlets represent stable subdomains or rather a simple function of relative position of the items on the scale remains unanswered. The best way to evaluate this would be to randomize the locations of the items and readminister the scale to an independent sample. If the residual correlation matrix were similar, then the subdomains could be considered stable.
If the matrix were to be notably different, then an argument for simply mixing the order of PCS items to address location dependence could be made. Although this is an interesting area for future study, it is not expected to influence the usability of the scale or its interpretation.
D'Eon et al 10 evaluated the invariance of the factor structure across sex using a confirmatory factor analysis approach. As with our findings, this group found that the data fit the model equally well when stratified into male or female. Further, we have shown that the properties of the scale were consistent regardless of whether or not the respondent was experiencing neck pain. Based on these results the PCS possesses a valuable trait, that it can be considered equally valid across genders and a common clinical comorbidity. Whether the results are consistent across other potentially important clinical subgroups (eg, compensated vs. noncompensated, different ethnicities or cultures) has yet to be explored.
The sample seems to be appropriate for investigating the properties of the tool, a finding that provides confidence in the results. Rasch 27 suggests that relative item locations are independent of the sample, such that the relative ordering of the items and response thresholds should be invariant across different samples (although the absolute positions may change). The histogram shown in Figure 2 provides graphic evidence that the full PCS can be logically considered a continuous-level scale regardless of the sample, rendering the use of continuous-level inferential statistics appropriate for analyses involving this scale. The only instance in which this argument may not hold true is in the case where respondents are very low in catastrophizing, an area of deficiency in the aggregate PCS. Considering that low levels of catastrophizing are not considered clinically relevant, this concern is tempered by the finding that the PCS provides very good measurement properties in the middle-to-higher ranges of catastrophizing where clinicians would be more apt to evaluate change over time.
The transformation matrix (Table 3 ) allows for simple transformation from ordinal-level raw scores to intervallevel scores for statistical analysis. This matrix also has clinical implications, in that a raw score change from 1 to 2 represents an interval-level change of almost 5 points. Conversely, a raw score change from 23 to 24 represents an interval-level change of only 0.5 points. The concept of minimum important difference has yet to be applied to Rasch analysis, but from a logical standpoint the matrix suggests that a shift in raw score at the extreme lower or upper ends of the scale represents greater interval-level change than does a similar raw score shift in the mid range of the scale. In theory then, this holds importance for evaluating and interpreting both effect size and change over time, which are unlikely to be consistent across the entire range of the scale. Although conversion to interval-level score may hold relevance for statistical analysis only, clinicians are encouraged to consider this structure when interpreting change scores in their patients. A small change in PCS score may be clinically meaningless in the middle range of the scale, but may be very relevant at the extremes. The primary limitations have been addressed. Other considerations that might influence interpretation include the characteristics of the sample (ie, individuals with workrelated pain conditions) and the relatively small number of patients without neck pain for DIF analysis, totaling 20% of the sample or 46 patients. The former suggests that generalization to people with other painful conditions may be limited. The influence of the latter is that DIF analysis using neck pain as the trait under evaluation may have been underpowered, and therefore it is possible that significant DIF existed where our analysis showed none. As mentioned above, it is also possible that other clinical factors existed that were not evaluated here, but which influenced the way in which people responded to the scale items. These are questions for future analyses.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the results of a Rasch analysis on the PCS that supports the continued use of the aggregate score across all 13 items, as has been existing practice, with the caveat that scores on items 8 and 12 be slightly revised. The PCS conforms well to the Rasch model, and appears to form a continuous measure of catastrophizing that would justify the use of statistical procedures normally reserved for interval-level data. The magnitude of interval-level change is greater at the extremes of the scale than in the middle. 
